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	Gather, analyze, and decode data to reveal hidden facts using Python, the perfect tool for all aspiring secret agents


	About This Book

	
		Discover the essential features of Python programming: statements, variables, expressions, and many of the built-in data types
	
		Use Python's standard library to do more sophisticated data gathering and analysis
	
		Written by a Python programming expert, with over 35 years' experience as a consultant, teacher, author and software developer



	Who This Book Is For


	This book is for Secret Agents who have some exposure to Python. Our focus is on the Field Agents who are ready to do more sophisticated and complex programming in Python. We'll stick to simple statistics for the most part. A steady hand with a soldering iron is not required, but a skilled field agent should be able to assemble a working Arduino circuit to gather their own sensor data.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Upgrade Python to the latest version and discover its latest and greatest tools
	
		Use Python libraries to extract data from log files that are designed more for people to read than for automated analysis
	
		Summarize log files and extract meaningful information
	
		Gather data from social networking sites and leverage your experience of analyzing log files to summarize the data you find
	
		Extract text and images from social networking sites
	
		Parse the complex and confusing data structures in a PDF file to extract meaningful text that we can analyze
	
		Connect small, intelligent devices to our computer to use them as remote sensors
	
		Use Python to analyze measurements from sensors to calibrate them and use sensors efficiently



	In Detail


	Python is easy to learn and extensible programming language that allows any manner of secret agent to work with a variety of data. Agents from beginners to seasoned veterans will benefit from Python's simplicity and sophistication. The standard library provides numerous packages that move beyond simple beginner missions. The Python ecosystem of related packages and libraries supports deep information processing.


	This book will guide you through the process of upgrading your Python-based toolset for intelligence gathering, analysis, and communication. You'll explore the ways Python is used to analyze web logs to discover the trails of activities that can be found in web and database servers. We'll also look at how we can use Python to discover details of the social network by looking at the data available from social networking websites.


	Finally, you'll see how to extract history from PDF files, which opens up new sources of data, and you'll learn about the ways you can gather data using an Arduino-based sensor device.


	Style and approach


	Each chapter will include a background briefing that covers an essential Python technology. After some in-depth exploration of the features, the chapter will conclude with a mission that is a concrete application of the Python tools and techniques covered.
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Encyclopedia of Soil Science (Encyclopedia of Earth Sciences Series)Springer, 2007

	Soils long have been taken for granted being so commonplace and lacking often striking features. However, soil is one of the most complex media on Earth, vital for the biogeosphere and human civilization. With increased usage of soil for world food production, building materials, waste repositories, etc awareness has grown for the need of...
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Agile For Dummies, IBM Limited EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Welcome to Agile For Dummies, IBM Limited Edition. You’ve

	probably been hearing about agile for a long time, which isn’t

	surprising. If you’re not using agile methods already though, or

	if you’ve only been exposed to agile on small projects here and

	there, you may wonder how to get started with it. Can...
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Moodle 2 AdministrationPackt Publishing, 2011


	Moodle has evolved from an academic project to the world's most popular Virtual

	Learning Environment (VLE). During this evolution, its complexity has risen

	dramatically and so have the skills that are required to administer the system.





	Moodle 2 Administration is a complete, practical guide for administering Moodle...
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Magnonics: From Fundamentals to Applications (Topics in Applied Physics)Springer, 2012

	Spin waves (and their quanta magnons) can effectively carry and process information in magnetic nanostructures. By analogy to photonics, this research field is labelled magnonics. It comprises the study of excitation, detection, and manipulation of magnons. From the practical point of view, the most attractive feature of magnonic devices is...
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VMware Horizon Workspace EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Manage and deliver a secure, unified workspace to embrace any time, any place, anywhere access to corporate apps, data, and virtual desktops securely from any device


	Overview

	
		Design, install, and configure a Horizon Workspace infrastructure
	
		Deliver a user's workspace to mobile devices...
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Women, Performance and the Material of Memory: The Archival Tourist,  1780–1915Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		This book proposes that the performance of archival research is related to the experience of tourism, where an individual immerses herself in a foreign environment, relating to and analyzing visual and sensory materials through embodiment and enactment. Each chapter highlights a particular set of tangible objects including: pocket...
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